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SOME APPLICATIONS OF GENERALIZED EXPONENTIALS TO

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

J. ABRAMOWICH

Abstract. Using what may be considered as a natural generalization of the

exponential function, some of the formalism of the theory of ordinary linear

differential equations is extended to a class of linear partial differential equations

among which are some important equations of mathematical physics.

In §1 we give the definitions of the generalized exponentials and derive expres-

sions for them. §2 is devoted to the study of some of the properties of the

exponential in two independent variables. In §3 we derive the genera] solutions of

some key partial differential equations using the method of recursion. The last

section is devoted to extending the formalism of the method of variation of

parameters to a class of linear partial differential equations.

Introduction. The exponential function exp(x) plays a key role in the theory of

ordinary linear differential equations as the function invariant under the operation

of differentiation. In attempting to generalize this function as a function of more

than one independent variable it is convenient to begin with the definition of exp(x)

as the solution of a certain integral equation which leads to an obvious choice for the

generalization to more than one independent variable. These functions enable us to

extend some important results of the theory of ordinary differential equations to

partial differential equations.

1. General exponentials. Let x, t, a, b denote «-vectors, x = (xx, x2,... ,xn), etc.

Let Jax(v(t)) denote the integral

■■■ I   v(tx,...,tn)dtx ---dtn
u¡ Ja„

and R(b) the closed region [0, ft,] X • • • X[0, bn\ in the Euclidean space E" and D

the differential operator 3"/3jc,. ..dxn. The definition of exp(f¿v(t) dt) (x, í-scalar)

as the solution of the integral equation u(x) — 1 4- ¡Qv(t)u(t) dt leads naturally to

Definition 1. If v(t) is a continuous function in some neighborhood of the

origin, then the solution of

(1.1) u(x) = \ + J0x(v(t)u(t))

shall   be   denoted   by   E*(J(v(t)))   and   considered   as   the   generalization   of

exp( /¿MO dt) to n independent variables xx,... ,xn.

If n = 1 we shall write E*(J(t)) = exp(/0xu(r) dt).
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The solution of (1.1) is most easily obtained by noting that (1.1) may be

interpreted as a substitution rule and using the method of recursion. After m

substitutions, (1.1) is transformed into

m

(1.2) u(x) =  2 /*(*) + J0x(Ut)v(t)u(t))
k = 0

where

/„(*)= 1,       h+M=Joxih{t)v(t)),       k>0.

It is easily seen that

(u) \j0x(ik(t)v(t)u(t))\<M/((k + \y.y

so that the series ~2x=0Ik(x) converges uniformly in any closed neighborhood of the

origin in which v(t) is continuous. Hence

00

(1-4) ■ E:(J0x(v(t))) = 2/*(*)■
k = 0

This is the so-called Neumann series for the function v(x). The uniqueness of the

solution is evident. Of special interest is the case that v(x) = ß = constant in which

case

(1-5) E:(J0x(ß)) = En(ßXlx2---xn)

where

00

(1-6) En(z)= 2(*7(*0")
k = 0

The function En(xxx2.. .xn) is the generalization to n independent variables of the

function exp(x). The exponential property

(1-7) DE:(J0x(v(t))) = v(x)E:(J0x(v(t)))

is true and

E„(J0x(v(t)))\X:=0=\,       i=\,...,n.

Proposition 1.1. The function En(z) satisfies the ordinary differential equation

This is clear from (1.6).

Proposition 1.2. Let Ef\z) = E„(z) and

E^(z)=-^-En(z),       E<rkKz)=jZEtk+lKx)dx,       k>\.
dzK Jo

Then the functions E^k\z) possess the generating function

(1.8) En_x(t)exp(z/t) =    I   tkE^(z),       n>2.
k = -co

The proof is a straightforward consequence of (1.6).
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The Bessel functions of nonnegative integral order are expressible in terms of the

functions E\k\z),

(1.9) Jk(z) = (z/2)kE¡k\-(z/2)2),       k>0.

We shall now establish a result of importance in the following.

Proposition 1.3. Let u(x) be continuous for x G R(b) and satisfy the integral

equation

(1.10) u(x) = f(x, u(x)) + J0x(v(t)u(t)).

If v(x) and f(x, u(x)) are continuous for x G R(b) then u(x) satisfies the integral

equation

(1.11) u(x) = f(x,u(x)) + J0x(v(t)E:(Jlx(v(t)))f(t,u(t))),

for x G R(b).

Proof. The proof is based on recursion (not to be confused with the idea of

successive approximations). Interpreting (1.10) as a substitution rule, we may

substitute the r.h.s. of (1.10) for u(t) under the integral sign without having to do the

same for u(x) in the first term on the r.h.s. The first such substitution, after a change

in the order of integration, transforms (1.10) into

(1.12) u(x) =f(x, u(x)) + J0x(v(t)f(t, u(t))) + J0x(v(t)Kx(x, t)u(t)),

where Kx(x, t) = Jlx(v(s)). Repeating the procedure, we obtain

u(x)=f(x,u(x))+jjv(t)[ 2 Kk(x,t)\f(t,u(t))\ +Rm

where

R„, = JoÂv(t)Km+](x,t)u(t))

and

KJ+x(x,t)^Jlx(v(s)Kl(x,s)),       K0(x,t)= 1.

The estimate (1.3) applies to Rm which implies the convergence of the series

"2,%0K¡(x, t) uniformly in x for* G R(b). This proves the validity of (1.11).

If f(x, u(x)) does not depend on u(x) then (1.11) would give us the solution of

(1.10).

2. The case of two independent variables. In this section we shall derive some

properties of the function E2(z) and related functions. From here on we shall

abandon vector notation so that x, y, a, b, etc. shall denote scalars. D shall denote

the mixed partial derivative d2/dxdy.

Define

(2.1) E2(iz) = C2(z) A iS2(z),       i2 = -\.

The functions C2(z) and S2(z) are related to the "ber" and "bei" functions of the

Bessel family and satisfy the relations

(2.2) DC2(ßxy) = -ßS2(ßxy),       DS2(ßxy) = ßC2(ßxy),

D2C2(ßxy) = -ß2C2(ßxy),       D2S2(ßxy) = -ß2S2(ßxy).
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These follow directly from the relations

oo 2k oc -2k-\

(2.3) C2(z) =  2 (-Oy-î,        S2(z) =  2 (-1)*"'—£--j.
fc=Ö (2A:!)2 *=, ((2A:-1)!)2

Proposition 2.1.  The functions E[k)(z) defined in Proposition 1.2 possess the

addition formulae

(2.4) El">(x+y)=    2   ̂ B)(f)£f-n)(f).

The proof follows from (1.8). Indeed,

e2ie(x+y)/, = 2 i"£^")(2(x + >>)) = e'e'/'-e'e'"
-oc

00 00

= 2 t"E¡n)(x) 2 r"'^m,(j')-
-00 -00

Let F(x) = F2(-x). It is easily seen that F(x) has an infinite number of positive

zeros, ßk, k — 1, 2, 3,_

Proposition 2.2. If ßk (k — 1, 2,...) are i/ie zeray o/ F(x) then the functions

F(ßkx) satisfy the orthogonality relations

(2.5) f]F(ß„x)F(ßmx)dx = 0,       n^m,

= (F'(ßn))\       m = n.

Proof. Let Fk(x) = F(ßkx). Then (xF'k(x))' = -ßkFk(x) and the rest follows

from the Sturm-Liouville Theory.

Proposition 2.3. With F(ßkx) as in (2.5), we have the orthogonality relations

•i n F(ßnxy)F(ßmxy)
(2.6) -/   /-—-—r-dxdy = 0,       n ¥= m,

Jn Jn l02l XV )log(xy)

= (F'(ßn))\        m = n.

The proof follows by setting xy = s, x — t and if necessary interchanging the

order of integration.

Remark. Computer studies by the author suggest that En(-x), n>2, have an

infinite number of positive zeros, xk, with the asymptotic distribution xk = 0(k").

Also, curiously, whereas E2(-x) = 0(x~l/4) for large positive x, E3(-x) — 0(xk), k

approximately equal to one, and F4(-x) = 0(xk) with k greater than two.

3. Applications to second order p. d. equations. The differential equation

(3.1) Lu — Du — v(x, y)u = h(x, y)

where D = 32/3x3>' is of importance as many partial differential equations of the

second order may be transformed to this form by change of variables. Integrating

both sides of (3.1) we obtain

(3.2) u(x, y) = H(x, y) + f(x) + g(y) + f fv(s, t)u(s, t) dsdt,
•In Jn
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where H(x, y) = ¡of^h(s, t) ds dt, f(x) and g(y) arbitrary continuously differentia-

ble functions of their arguments. This equation is of the form (1.10) and its solution

is given by (1.11). Setting H(x, y) = 0 in (3.2) we get the general solution of the

homogeneous equation Lu = 0. Choosing f(x) = g(y) = 0 we obtain a particular

solution of the nonhomogeneous equation Lu = h(x, y). Denoting this solution by

up(x, >>) we have

Proposition 3.1. The particular solution up(x, y) o/(3.1) satisfying the conditions

up(0, y) = up(x,0) - 0 is given by

(3.3)    up(x, y) = H(x, y) + ffv(s, t)E2(f f v(p,q) dp dq^H(s,t) dsdt

= ffE*(ffv(p, q) dp dq)jh(s, t) dsdt.

The proof is immediate. The first of these is a particular case of (1.11) and the

second follows from the first by an interchange in the order of integration assuming

that this is possible.

Remark. The second part of (3.3) is, mutatis mutandis, the usual form of the

particular integral of the ordinary linear first-order differential equation and could

have been obtained in exactly the same way. We have, however, chosen the method

of recursion because it is simpler, more general, more direct and leads to a more

general result. Needless to say, the r.h.s. of (3.1) may depend on u(x, y).

The solution of the homogeneous equation Lu = 0 is easily obtained from (3.2)

and (1.11).

As an example we consider the ultra-hyperbolic equation in four independent

variables

(3-4) ux¡x¡ + uX2X2 - uy¡y¡ - uyiyi + ku=f

where k and / are functions of x2 + x\ and y2 + y2. The substitutions x = x2 + x\,

y — y2 + y2,x = (p + q)2,y — (p — q)2, u — w/(p2 — q2)x/2 reduce(3.4) to

(3.5) wpq + Kw = F

where w = w(p, q), F = (p2 — q2y/2f(p2 + q2, p2 — q2) and

K=k(p2 + q2,p2-q2)-pq/(p2-q2)2.

It is interesting to note that if / = 0 then for a suitable choice of k, K — 0 and the

equation reduces to w — 0 which has a solution similar to d'Alembert's solution of

the wave equation, namely

u = (g(x'/2 + y1/2) + h(x]/2 - y/2))/ (xy)X/2

where x = x2 + x\, y = y2 + y2 and g, h arbitrary continuously differentiable

functions of their arguments.

The general solution of (3.5) is easily obtainable and we shall not write it down

here.

4. Equations of higher order. In this section we shall consider the linear equation

(4.1) Lu = D"u + axD"-lu + ■■■ +a„u=f
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where u = u(x, y), f - f(x, y), D = 32/3.x3.y and ax,... ,an are constants. We shall

obtain the general solution of this equation as the sum of the general solution of the

corresponding homogeneous equation and a particular solution of the nonhomoge-

neous equation in much the same way as this is done for the corresponding ordinary

differential equation.

Definition 2. A function C = C(x, y) will be said to be a "¿»-constant" function

if

(4.2) D(CE2(ßxy))= ßCE2(ßxy),       ß = constant.

The form of a ¿»-constant function is readily found. From (1.11) we have

CE2(ßxy) = g(x) + h(y) + ß f f \g(s) + h(t))E2(ß(x - s)(y - t)) dsdt,

where g(x) and h(y) are arbitrary continuously differentiable functions.

Proposition 4.1. Let ßx,...,ßk (k ^ n) be the distinct roots of Pn(ß) = ß" +

axß"~] + ••• +an = 0 and let m¡ denote the multiplicity of the root /?,. Then the

general solution of the homogeneous equation Lu = 0 is given by

k      m,

(4.3) u(x, y) = 2   2 ^(x, Y)
1=17=1

where

u</\x,y)=^[cy%(ßxy)]ß=ßi,

i' = 1,... ,k,j — 1,... ,w, and C¡J) are D-constant functions.

The proof is identical to that of the corresponding theorem for ordinary differen-

tial equations, [1, Chapter VI].

To obtain a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (4.1) we shall

adapt the method of variation of parameters. We shall seek a particular solution of

the form
n

up = 2 K,ut
i=\

where AT, = K¡(x, y) are functions to be determined and u¡ = £2(/?/xy). We shall

assume, to begin with, that all the roots of P„(ß) are simple. The equations from

which the K¡ are to be determined may be written may be written as

2d(k¡u,)- 2à-,z>m, = o,
,=i i=i

2 DiKßVi) - 2 KiD\ = 0,
(4.4) i=i /=i

2 D^D^u) - ÍK,D"U¡=f.
i=i í=i
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Using the fact that Dui = /?,w, and solving for the quantities D(Klu,) - ß,Klui we

get

D(KlUi)-ß,K,u, = ^f.

where V — V(ß^,.. .,ß„) is the Vandermonde determinant and Vi is the minor of the

element in the nth row and z'th column. These equations are of the form (3.1) and

solving these for the K¡u¡, using the first of (3.3) and the fact that Vx + • • • + Vn = 0,

we obtain

(4.5) u. = C (}F(s, t)K(x, y; s, t) ds dt

where

(4.6) K(x, y; s, t) = -p 2 ß^Mß^x - s)(y - t)),
i=l

and

F(x,y)=fff(s,t)dsdt.

The result can be extended to the case that P„(ß) has equal roots by noting that in

this case the r.h.s. of (4.6) assumes the indeterminante form 0/0 and l'HôpitaFs Rule

may be used to obtain the result. This is not difficult to do using the particular

properties of the Vandermonde determinant but for the sake of simplicity we shall

not state the result here. In the case that P„(ß) has complex roots, the addition

formula (2.4) may be used to write the result in terms of real functions.

As an example the equation D2u + k2u = f, k = constant, has the particular

integral

u   = f fVF(s, t)C2(k(x - s)(y - t)) dsdt

where C2 is the function defined in (2.1).

Remark. It is possible to extend the method of variation of parmeters to the case

that (4.1) has variable coefficients but then the equations (4.4) are not so easily

solved. We may also allow D to be the general differential operator defined in §1.
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